Abstract-In the medical domain, the continuous stream of scientific research contains contradictory results supported by arguments and counter-arguments. As medical expertise occurs at different levels, part of the human agents have difficulties to face the huge amount of studies, but also to understand the reasons and pieces of evidences claimed by the proponents and the opponents of the debated topic. To better understand the supporting arguments for new findings related to current state of the art in the medical domain we need tools able to identify arguments in scientific papers. Our work here aims to fill the above technological gap.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the recent contradictory results on cancer published in the distinguished journals Science and Nature. On the one hand we have the advocaters of the so called "backluck of cancer". The study in [14] supports the idea that random mutations in healthy cells may explain two-thirds of cancers. These results suggest that most cancer cases can not be prevented. One positive side of this randomness of cancer is that it helps cancer patients to know that is not their fault [2] . The intriguing correlations discovered by Tomasetti and Vogelstein contradict the older landmark paper [4] of Doll and Peto arguing that most cancers could be prevented by removing various lifestyles. On the other hand, the advocaters of risk factors of cancer provide set of counter-arguments against [14] through the voices of Wodarz and Zauber [15] .
The above example is a good instantiation of the problems arising by continuous stream of scientific research that contains contradictory results supported by arguments and counter-arguments. As medical expertise occurs at different levels, part of the human agents have difficulties to face the huge amount of studies, but also to understand the reasons and pieces of evidences claimed by the proponents and the opponents of debate topic. To better understand the supporting arguments for new findings related to current state of the art in the medical domain we need tools able to identify arguments in scientific papers. Our work here aims to fill the above technological gap.
Quite aware of the difficulty of this task, we embark to this road by relying on the well-known interleaving of domain knowledge with natural language processing. To formalise the existing medical knowledge, we rely on ontologies. To structure the argumentation model we use also the expressivity and reasoning capabilities of Description Logics. To perform argumentation mining we formalise various linguistic patterns in a rule-based language. We tested our solution against a corpus of scientific papers related to breast cancer.
In the breast cancer domain, where monthly appear more and more articles, this being a disease very spread across women in many countries. The recent proliferation of the on-line publication of medical research articles has created a critical need for information access tools that help stakeholders in the medical domain.
Because of the amount of information about a particular subject, data mining brings a set of tools and techniques that can be applied to this processed data to discover hidden patterns. This provides healthcare professionals an additional source of knowledge for making decisions. Current limitations or challenges in data mining for healthcare include information from heterogeneous sources present challenges or missing values, noise and outliers.
We proposed argumentation as the underlying technological instrumentation having the purpose of helping healthcare professionals for supporting decision making. This research focus on understanding by generating cognitive maps or argumentation graphs. Argumentation is the process where arguments are structured and evaluated based on the their interactions with each other [9] , [10] . An argument consists of a set of premises, offered with the purpose of supporting the claim. Argumentation may also involve chains of reasoning, where claims are used as premises for deriving further claims. Argumentation mining [11] , [12] is a new research area that combines Natural Language Processing (NPL) with the argumentation theories and question answering. Argumentation mining aims to automatically detect arguments from text documents, including other functionalities like the structure 978-1-5090-3899-2/16 $31.00 c 2016 IEEE 
of an argument and the relationship between them. The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces the technical instrumentation used throughout the paper. Section III details the architecture of the system. Section IV details the running experiments. Section V discusses related work and section VI concludes the paper.
II. ARGUMENTATION MODEL
This section formalises in Description Logic (DL) the argumentation model. First, we introduce the basic terminology of DLs. Second, we detail the argumentation model used for the argumentation mining task.
A. Description logics
In Description Logics (DLs) concepts are built using the set of constructors formed by negation, conjunction, disjunction, value restriction, and existential restriction [1] (Table I) . Here, C and D represent concepts and r is a role. The semantics is defined based on an interpretation I = (Δ I , · I ), where the domain Δ I of I contains a non-empty set of individuals, and the interpretation function · I maps each concept C to a set of individuals C I ∈ Δ I and each role r to a binary relation r I ∈ Δ I × Δ I . The last column of Table I shows the extension of · I for non-atomic concepts. A knowledge base (KB) is formed by a terminological box TBox and an assertional box ABox. The TBox contains terminological axioms of the forms C ≡ D or C D. The ABox represents a finite set of concept assertions a:C or role assertions (a,b):r, where C is a concept, r a role, and a and b are two individuals. A concept C is satisfied if there exists an interpretation I such that
for all interpretations I. Constraints on concepts (i.e. disjoint) or on roles (domain, range, inverse role, or transitive properties) can be specified in more expressive description logics 1 . The Tbox in Fig. 1 introduces the subconcept ClinicalArgument which is a particular type of argument. An argument can support another argument via the role supports that has as domain the concept Argument (line 2) and the same range Argument in line 3. Line 4 specifies that the role supports is transitive. The attack relationship between two arguments is modeled by the role attacks which has as domain and range 1 We provide only some basic terminologies of description logics in this paper to make it self-contained. For a detailed explanation about families of description logics, the reader is referred to [1] .
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B. Breast cancer ontology
We are interested in breast cancer ontologies. The Breast Cancer Grading Ontology (BCGO) assigns a grade to a tumor starting from the three criteria of the NGS, being part of the Biological Process category.
The Tbox in Fig. 2 introduces concepts like Cancer which is a particular type of Disease and BreastCancer is a particular type of Cancer (axioms 7, 8) . A disease has symptoms, presented by the role manifestedSymptom that has as range the concept Symptom (axiom 9). One or more treatments can be recommended via the role appliedTreatment that has as range the concept Treatment (axiom 10). Breast cancer heavily affects all fields of the human life. This is modeled by the role affectedDomain Domain (axiom 11).
People are implied here, like doctors and patients, this being presented by the impliedPerson role, which has as range the concept Person (axiom 12). Breast cancer has characteristics, this being modeled by the role haveCharacteristic with range in the concept Characteristic (axiom 13). In some cases the people involved of affected by this disease are numbered and for this is used the role haveQuantifier with the domain People and the range Quantifier (axioms 14, 15) .
The Abox in Fig. 3 contains the individual a of type BreastCancer instantiated with "Angiosarcoma". This individual manifest the symptom "Skin irritation or dimpling" and implied the persons "Doctors" and "Woman". The treatment applied for this instance is the individual "Chemotherapy". Also, this disease affected the individual domain "Family history" and have as characteristics "Hormone receptivity" and "High levels of HER2". The system uses cancer ontology to build more specific lists of words. The terminology is input to text files such as cancerRelatedWords.lst for terms relating to the cancer domain and peopleInvolved.lst for terms that may indicate people involved or affected by this disease. The lists are used by a gazetteer that associates the terms with a majorType such as "CancerRelatedWords" or "PeopleInvolved". JAPE rules convert these to annotations that can be visualised and queried.
For example, suppose a text has a token term "breast cancer" and GATE has a gazetteer list with "breast cancer" on it; GATE (see [3] ) finds the string on the list, then annotates the token with majorType as "CancerRelatedWords"; we convert this into an annotation that can be visualised or searched such as CancerRelatedWords. A range of terms that may indicate people involved are all annotated with "PeopleInvolved".
The tool can also create annotations for complex concepts out of lower level annotations. In this way, the gazetteer provides a cover concept for related terms that can be queried or used by subsequent annotation processes. The advantage of using ontologies for making the lists specified above is that they can help build more powerful and more interoperable information systems in healthcare.
C. Argumentation model
An argument a p i , c contains an exactly one conclusion c and a set of supporting premises p i . The definition in DL follows:
We assume that claims and premises have textual descriptors and are signaled by specific lexical indicators.
We rely on textual indicators classified in several concepts:
Inheritance between roles has been enacted for subroles hasPremiseIndicator and hasClaimIndicator: Example 3 (Verbs related to claim). The following verbs usually signal a claim and they are instances of the concept ConclusionVerbs (Vc): "to report", "to believe", "to assesse", "to identify", "to highlight", to be essential", "to confirm", "to estimate", "to provide", "to express", "to experience", "to recall", "to accept", "to reflect", "to categorize", "to indicate", "to exemplify", "to define", "to show", "to qualify"
Example 4 (Verbs related to premise). The following verbs usually signal a premise they are instances of the concept PremiseVerbs (Vp): "to note", "to subdivide", "to contain", "to result", "to observe", "to accord", "to regard", "to feel", "to show", "to receive", "to examine", "to report", "to transcribe", "to encompass".
Note that the premise indicators might appear after the conclusion was stated, as example 5 illustrates. There are arguments in which premise precedes the conclusion, but also arguments in which the premise appears after the claim.
The roles before and after are inverse and transitive roles, with both the domain and range represented by sentences: The first layer consists of the GATE Editor [3] and a query interface for the updated ontology. The second layer is composed by the text processing component performs the Natural Language Processing transformations required for extracting arguments. The argument processing modules aims to identify argumentative sentences in the text. Using the TBox and the ABox the system can save in the ontology the structure of the new arguments. The cancer ontology is used for creating the lists of words used inside the JAPE rules for identifying the argument structure. The TBox related to arguments stores the definitions of an Argument formed by Claim and one or more Premise. The ABox related to arguments contains the character instances the application found in the text document. This TBox is used to generate the lists of ClaimIndicator, PremiseIndicator, VerbRelatedToClaim and VerbRelatedToPremise.
We apply the tool to the detection of arguments from different articles within the breast cancer domain. Racer [8] was used to perform reasoning in DL and query the system. Using Racer, the system saves the newly arguments detected in the breast cancer documents into an Abox. The resulted ontology is used for query answering 2 . For identifying the claim and the premises, we use JAPE (Java Annotation Patterns Engine) rules [3] . A JAPE grammar consists of a set of phases, each of which consists of a set of pattern/action rules. The left-hand-side (LHS) of the rules consists of an annotation pattern description. The right-handside (RHS) consists of annotation manipulation statements. 
Premise ← words[ofstPremiseMacro, ofstPct]
The top level approach for detecting arguments is formalised in Algorithm 1. First, the system analysis every documents d from the corpus C of available medical documents (line 1). Each document d is tokenised (line 3) and for each sentence s the system verifies if a coordinating conjunction (CC) exists in the sentence (line 4). If such CC is found, the algorithm searches an instance of the concept ClaimMacro, as a possible indicator for an argument claim (line 5). The tool looks after the conjunction and verifies if the PremiseMacro is present, then the Premise is identified (lines 8 and 9) . If the offset of the ClaimMacro is higher than the CC offset than the system looks for the Claim and Premise inside the sentences (lines 11, 12 and 13).
If within sentences does not contain a coordinating conjunction (line 14) then an instance of ClaimMacro or PremiseMacro is searched. Depending on its presence the tool determines whether that sentence can be associated to an annotation between Claim or Premise (lines 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) . If the sentence does not contain a coordinating conjunction or ClaimMacro or PremiseMacro than the system analyses the next sentence in the set of Sentences.
The system uses macros, indicators to decide if a sentence or a part of this sentence is a potential candidate to Claim or Premise. The following templates for claim were used: i) Ci: claim indicator; ii) CbPe: claim indicator plus people involved; iii) CbPebVc: claim indicators followed by people involved and specific verbs to conclusion; iiii) CbVc: people involved and than verbs for claim; v) ElOfCnbCw: word or words expressing elements of cancer followed by a word that refers to cancer; after this macro can be present or not a verb that refers to claim; v) The following templates for premises were searched: i) PibPe: premise indicators; ii) PibPebVp: premise indicators plus people involved; iii) PibPebVp: premise indicators followed by people involved and specific verbs to premise; iiii) PibVp: people involved and than verbs for premise v) ElOfCnbCw: word or words expressing elements of cancer followed by a word that refers to cancer; after this macro can be present a verb that refers to claim or not; vi) DbVp: words that express domains affected of breast cancer followed by verbs specific to premise; We rely on the textual indicators:
The macro PremiseIndicator before People (MI PibPe) contains expressions that are instances of the concept that contains PremiseIndicator followed by people involved in the medical domain of breast cancer : 
IV. RUNNING EXPERIMENTS
To identify text fragments that can be used to instantiate the argumentation schemes, we use ANNIE to investigate the entire corpus. Figure 5 shows a result of a search for Claim and Premise annotation, where the "Context" represents a sentences from a document. Based on the Jape rules, the system need to know if the coordinating conjunction and the macro of claim or premise is present inside the sentence. We can also look at annotations inside a text. Figure 6 shows one paragraph of a document, with a variety of annotation types, where are highlighted different annotation types; from this text the tool extracts word related to Cancer, People involved, Domains affected by breast cancer and Qualifiers.
The arguments were identified throw a corpus formed by six text documents related to breast cancer. In every text document are identified between five and ten arguments.
The quantitative evaluation is based on the measure of the Precision, Recall and F-Measure metrics. The system was evaluated on a manually annotated corpus containing six documents with different breast cancer articles. The quantitative metrics were obtained with the Diff plugin, integrated in GATE, applied to each document The percentage obtained for Claimand for Premise identification in Table II . The results obtained by the system are influenced by the performance of the correct identification of different parts of speech. Arguments are identified by the application according to lists of words and part of speech obtained by the MiniPar Parser included in GATE. If the annotations are not correctly identified this will limit the performance of the system.
V. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
There are several tools used for identifying arguments inside texts using natural language processing. Rules have been extracted from scientific papers using SWRL in Controlled English (SR-CE) in FluentEditor [16] . [7] has proposed a specification of ten causal argumentation schemes used to detect arguments for scientific claims in genetics research journal articles. The specifications and some of the examples from which they were derived were used to create an initial draft of guidelines for annotation of a corpus. Feng and Hirst [6] have investigated argumentation scheme recognition using the Araucaria corpus, which contains annotated arguments from newspaper articles, parliamentary records, magazines, and online discussion boards (Reed et al. 2010) . Taking premises and conclusion as given, Feng and Hirst addressed the problem of recognizing the name of the argumentation scheme for the five most frequently occurring schemes of Walton [5] in the corpus: Argument from example, Argument from cause to effect, Practical reasoning, Argument from Consequences, and Argument from Verbal Classification.
Other researchers [17] discuss the architecture and development of an Argument Workbench, which is a interactive, integrated, modular tool set to extract, reconstruct, and visualise arguments. The Argument Workbench supports an argument engineer to reconstruct arguments from textual sources, using information processed at one stage as input to a subsequent stage of analysis, and then building an argument graph. The tool harvest and preprocess comments; highlight argument indicators, speech act and epistemic terminology; model topics; and identify domain terminology. Other applications [13] have used annotations made by hand. There is no automatic detection of annotations, discourse indicators as well as user, domain, and sentiment terminology being identify manually. The difference between our system and this tool is based on this identification. Our application uses rule-based templates for the identification of the claim and premise of a medical argument.
VI. CONCLUSION
We integrated ontologies and NLP for identifying arguments from breast cancer articles. The contributions of this paper are: Firstly, we formalised an argumentation model in description logics. Hence, the arguments can be automatically classified, reasoning services of DL can be used on the model and the arguments can be retrieved by querying the ontology. Secondly, we developed o tool able to perform argumentation mining. During mining, the tool uses concepts and roles within a breast cancer ontology. By changing the domain ontology, the tool can be applied to a different domain.
